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slaves. And" in order to ensure the continued fealty of conquered city-states in
tvestern Asia,  Tl tutmose l l I  instal let l  nt : rv pr inces and brought their  sons or l r rothers
I tack to l igylr t  to l re t : t lucated. Sorrre woukl  eventual ly return to their  hornes to
lrt,conte loyal vassal princcs, rvhilc othcrs retrrainerl in I ' igypt to s('rve ut t lte court. ' l 'o

r;uell insurrection and to supervise thc regular <lelivery of tributc to l.)gypt, rtri l i tary
garrisons werc stationecl at strategic points in Asia.

Thus l igypt, rvhich previously had bet,n relatively isolationistic in its lrolit ical
and cultural outlook, becalne involvecl in clost: contact n,ith foreign cultures.
Thutmose I I I - the I ' igypt ian equivalent of  Napoleon, a short-staturer l  nran cur ious
about th ings foreign-even took an interest  in Asiat ic f lora and fauna, hr inging
spcci tnens home ant l  < lonat ing them to the temple of  the state gor l  Anren-Ra at  Thclres.
the rel ig ious capi ta l ;  they are careful ly c lepictecl  in one of  the hal ls of  the great
temple of Karnak at Thebes. Since in theory it rvas the gorl Amen-Ra rvho gave tlrt '
king the l)ower to acltieve victories, much of the spoils of war ancl tribute wrs
donatetl by the king to the temple or used to financc building l)rogranrs
on the god's behalf.

Not all foreign goods reaching l igypt at this time resulte<l frorn conquest.
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Colu.mns ol the great Luxor
tenple bui l t  by Amenhotpe II I
antl  enlarged by Tutankhumun,
uhose uork uas usurpetl by his
szccessor Harenthab. Across the
Nile can be seen the Thebun
necropolis, with its tentples antl
tontbs. The Valley ol the Kings
lies behind the clifrs at the right-
hand sit le ol the picture
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PLATE 7 The chests shown here are
examples of the Egyptian craftsman's ex-
quisite use of materials. The one at the left
is made of ebony and a red wood, perhaps
red cedar; it is the only known example of
an ancient Egyptian portable chest. The
casket below is carved of alabaster, with
painted decoration. It bears the name of
both Tutankhamun and his queen, and
contained two balls of hair wrapped in l inen.
which are thought to inclicate some kind of
contract .  (  Cat.  nos.7,9 )









































PLATE 17 The box at the left con-
tained these earrings and the scarab
bracelet shown below. Earringso at
least for royalty, were a relatively
recent innovation at the time of Tut-
ankhamun. They seem to have been
worn by boys, who discarded them
on reaching manhood. (Cat. no. 29)

This box is in the shape of a car-
touche, the oval ring in which royal
names were written. A cartouche
actually represents a length of rope
formed into a loop by tying the ends
together, the underlying idea being
to represent the king as ruler of all
that the sun encircled. Here, the
hieroglyphs at the top render Tut-
ankhamun's personal name and his
usual epithet. (Cat. no. 28)

The ancient Egyptians adopted the
scarab as a symbol of the sun god
because they were familiar with the
sight of the beetle rolling a ball of
dung on the ground, and this action
suggested the invisible power that
rolled the sun daily across the sky.
The scarab on this bracelet, photo-
graphed under a mirror, is made of
gold openwork encrusted with lapis
lazuli. (Cat. no. 32 )

















PLATE 2l This depiction of the pharaoh on the back of a leopard
seems to have been connected with incidents in the passage of the
king through the underworld. The leopard is black, the color
of darkness, but it would have been inappropriate to depict the king
in black because he was associated with the sun god, who brought
a brief spell of l ight to the underworld as he passecl through it
each night.  (Cat.  no.38)

The superb piece i l lustrated at the left is an outstanding example of
the Egyptian sculptor's abil ity to represent realistically the
poise of the human body in the course of movement. The pharaoh
is about to harpoon a hippopotamus of Seth, the god of evil, which is
not shown for magical reasons, because its presence in the tomb
might be a source of danger to the king. ( Cat. no. 35 |



















PLATES 26 AND 27 (OVERLEAF) This is one of
four miniature coffins that contained Tutankh-
amun's internal organs. Made of beaten gold inlaid
with colored glass an<l carnelian, the coffins may
originally have been made {or Smenkhkara,
Akhenaton's co-regent at the end of his reign; there
is a general facial resemblance to Tutankhamun,
who was perhaps Smenkhkara's brother or half-
brother.  (Cat.  no.45)

















PLATE 30 These two pieces reflect, in dif-
ferent ways, artistic interests of Tutankh-
amun's period. The vase above is made of
silver-very rare in Egypt-and depicts a
pomegranate, introduced from western Asia
and probably still a prized novelty (Cat. no.
50 ). The elegant flask at the right is made of
the finest alabaster, and is a product of a
notable revival of the art of carving stone ves-
sels that had been an outstanding achievement
of early Egyptian craftsmen (Cat. no. 47 ).
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THE SUN GOD ON A LOTUS
COLOR PLATE I

In remote antiquity, before Egypt
had become a nation, the individual
communities that inhabited the Nile
Valley and the Delta developed their
own conceptions of the origin of
existence, some of which survived in
historical times and are preserved
either in religious texts or in pictorial
reproductions, and frequently in
both. These conceptions, having
evolved independently, differed
widely and they were never reduced
to a single, universally accepted
creed, although Akhenaton endeav-
ored to bring about such a change
immediately before the time of
Tutankhamun. In one fundamental
respect, however, there was a very
considerable measure of agreement :
before the first act of creation there
was nothing but a watery abyss, the
primordial ocean called Nun.

Nature had provided a parallel
to the primordial ocean in the annual
inundation of the country by the
Nile, and just as mounds appeared
above the water when the Nile flood
began to recede, so, according to some
of the most commonly held beliefs,
the earth emerged initially, as a
"High Mound," from the primordial
ocean. Exactly where in Egypt this
mound appeared was never decided:
Hermopolis, Memphis, Heliopolis,
and, later, Thebes (in the precincts of
the temple of Medinet Habu) were
all regarded by their respective theo-
logians as the actual site of the
primeval "High Mound." Once
cosmic matter had evolved, creation
could beginn first with the gods and
then with all living creatures,
including man.

One of the most picturesque
explanations of the initial creation
postulated that a lotus grew in a pool
left by the receding waters and from
the flower the sun god emerged as the
first living being. A text dating from
a later period describes the sun god
as "He who emerged from the lotus
upon the High Mound, who illu-
mineswith his eves the Two Lands."

Elsewhere the lotus is sometimes
represented not as the vehicle from
which the sun god came into being
but as a single entity with the god;
a text in Berlin, dating from about
two centuries after the time of
Tutankhamun, calls the sun god "the
great lotus who appeared from Nun."

This painted wooden figure
clearly represents the infant sun god
at the moment of birth emerging
from the blue lotus. The features are
unmistakably those of Tutankhamun.
According to the solar creed, a king
after death was identified with the
sun god and consequently it was not
uncommon to depict the sun god with
the features of a particular king. One
of the best-known examples is the
giant sphinx atGiza,which repre-
sents the sun god in the form of a
human-headed lion, and the face is
thought to be a likeness of King
Chephren in whose pyramid complex
it stands.

In representing Tutankhamun in

this fashion, the artist was not trying
to convey the idea that the sun god
when he came into being resembled
Tutankhamun. There were several
difrerent schools of thought about
what happened to the sun when it set
every evening on the western horizon,
and one theory was that the sun god,
manifest in the sun, died at sunset
to be reborn on the next morning in
the lotus, thu! repeating every diy the
the original creation. According to
this theory, the earth was surrounded
by the primordial ocean and floated
on the surface of the ocean. By having
this model in his tomb, Tutankha-
mun, through the process of imitative
magic, would have an instrument
that would enable him to be reborn as
the sun god every day.

As a work of art this piece is one
of the most outstanding in the whole
contents of the tomb. In shape the
elongated skull is very reminiscent
of the representations of the Amarna
princesseswho may have been
Tutankhamun's half-sisters. The face
is that of a child, as would be
expected in this context, though the
perforation of the lobes of the ears
seems an incongruous detail in a
newly born child ( see No. 29 ) . It is
carved in wood and overlaid with
painted gesso, the eyebrows and
eyelashes being blue in imitation of
lapis lazuli, of which the sun god's hair
was believed to be made (see No. 25 ) .

This piece was not found in the
chambers of the tomb but on the floor
of the entrance corridor, under the
rubble filling introduced by the
necropolis staff after the first robbery.
Since it is unlikely that it was acci-
dentally dropped there when the
furniture was placed in the tomb at
the time of the funeral, it must be
assumed that it was removed from
the tomb by the first robbers and
discarded on their way out.

Cairo No.60723; Carter No.8.
Height Llr3/tt in. (30.0 cm.).
Carter I I I, pl. I ; Desroches-N oble-

court 294, lrontispiece; Fox pl.2;
S. Morenz anil I. Schubert 50.

Exhibiti.ons: None.
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long and straight. His body, as regu-
larly, is shrouded in a long white
garment from which his hands pro-
trude, one holding a long crook and
the other a flail, the regular insignia
of Osiris. Under his feet is a pedestal
in the form of a hieroglyphic sign that
has the same sound value and mean-
ing as the ostrich feather. It is
noticeable that the king is described
in the hieroglyphic inscription as
"the Osiris, Nebkheperura," which
shows that the action which he was
performing was conceived as taking
place after his death.

The funerary character of the
chest is further demonstrated by the
inscriptions. Bands of text, incised
and filled with yellow paint, on
both the lid and box consist, in the
main, partly of utterances by various
deities and partly of offering formu-
lae. The gods who deliver the utter-
ances - Thoth, Geb, Harendotis,
Harakhty, and Ptah-Soker-Osiris -

promise the king among otherthings
that his mouth, his eyes, and his ears
rlill be opened, that his limbs will be
rejuvenated, that heaven will receive
his soul and earth his body, and that
he will be granted all kinds of sus-
tenance. In the offering formulae the
gods - Geb, Harakhty-Atum, Osiris-
Onnophris, and the divine Enneads -

assure the king that, in return for the

ofierings presented to them, he will
enjoy the sweet cool breeze, wine, and
the odor of incense, he will assume,
like the sun god, any form he chooses,
he will be in the company of the gods

in the bark of his father, Ra, he will
be reborn daily like the sun, he will

live as long as the sun and will be
granted all the other benefits that can
be accorded to a king when he is
among the blessed dead.

Four columns of inscription at
the gable ends of the lid name not

only the king but also "the Great
Royal Wife, his beloved, the Mistress
of the Two Lands" Ankhesenamun."

Cairo No.61445; Carter No.32.
Length32r\a in.  (83.0 cm.),wid, th

23r'%,, in. (60.5 cm.) , height 25

in. (,63.5 cnt..).
Carter I ,1 l4,pls.  XVI,  XV I I ,  L l ;

Balcer 94, fi9. I 15 ; Desroches-
Noblecourt 58.

Exhibitions: Paris No.26; Lond,on
No. 14; U.S.S.R. No.49.
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CHILD'S CHAIR
COLOR PLATE 6

Both in form and in construction this
wooden chair is typical of its period.
The curved back. set at a backward
slant, is supported behind by three
vertical stiles, one in the middle and
one at each side, all joined to the top-
rail and the back of the frame of the
seat. The five wooden slats of the seat
are curved with a double cove and
fastened to the sides of the lrame by
means of mortise and tenon joints
reinforced by bronze or copper rivets
capped with gold. Similar joints are
used throughout. Curved wooden
brackets overlaid with strips of ivory
strengthen the base joints of the front
uprights of the armrests and the two
stiles on the flanks. The legs, shaped
like a lion's paws with inlaid claws of
ivory, stand on beaded drums shod
with metal. Rounded stretchers, orna-
mented with papyrus-flower terminals
of ivory and fixed to the middle of the
legs, help to keep the chair rigid and
serve as a base for the latticework
bracing between them and the frame
of the seat.

The wood is said to be ebony, a
material that the Egyptians imported
from Africa. The toprail and the back
support are decorated with ivory mar-
quetry of geometric designs broken
by a frieze of single floral petals and
lotus buds, which covers the upper
crosspiece of the frame surrounding
the back panel. The panel itself is
overlaid on both its concave and con-
vex faces with broad upright strips of
ivory and ebony arranged alternately
and separated by narrow borders of
the same material. In contrast with
this formal decoration the armrests
have gilded panels adorned with
scenes of a naturalistic kind. Al-
though not absolutely identical in
detail, the outer faces of the two
panels show a recumbent ibex with

one front and one back hoof raised
and its head turned back over its
shoulder, and a desert plant within a
border of continuous spirals. The
inner faces are devoted to desert
plants enclosed in a striated border.

Although the chair bears no in-
scription, its inclusion in Tutankh-
amun's tomb furniture leaves little
room for doubt that it was made for
him when he was a child. A chair
almost identical in its overall dimen-
sions was made for Satamun. a
daughter of Amenhotpe III and

Queen Teye, but its decoration was
more elaborate and it was gilded, the
whole appearance being more typical
of a piece of royal furniture than
Tutankhamun's chair. If they were
brother and sister, as some authorities
believe, the difference in richness
would be unexpected.

Cairo No.62033; Carter No.39.
H eight 28 in. ( 7 I .12 cm.) , wid,th

14y2 in. (36.83 cm.),d'epth 157/z
in. (39.37 cm.).

Carter I, I14,pL. LIX; Baker,84-6,

fig.99; Singer, et al. 1,686
(fr.s.a8s B).

Exhibitions: Paris No.13; Lond,on
No.16: U.S.S.R. No.43.
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ing containers intended for sweet-
smelling unguents. The papyrus,
however. was almost odorless and its

association with the lotus in this con-
nection is probably the result of the
regular juxtaposition of the two
plants in sculpture and painting as the
representative emblems of Lower
Egypt (papyrus) and Upper Egypt
(lotus). With their stems intertwined,
as on the neck of this vase, they sym-
bolized the union of the two divisions
of the land at the beginning of the
First Dynasty.

Carved of two blocks of ala-
baster of unequal height cemented
together, this piece consists of a long-
necked amphora and its stand, each
flanked by symbols arranged sym-
metrically in an openwork design. On
a level with the base of the vase and
on the vase itself is a double row of

F

triangular incisions indicating a
papyrus swamp. At each end of the
row is a figure of a tadpole mounted
on a ring of rope; as a hieroglyphic
sign the tadpole means "one hundred
thousand" and the ring of rope "infin-
ity," and combined in this fashion the
two signs mean "one hundred thou-
sand times infinity." The notched
stems above this group, which form
the outermost elements in the handles
of the vase, represent palm ribs, the
hieroglyphic sign for "year." Be-
tween the palm ribs and the vase are
the stems and flowers of papyrus and
lotus, either growing from the swamp
or tied to the neck of the vase by the
so-called magical knot. On the front
of the neck, carved in relief, is the
head of the goddess Hathor; attached
to her collar. which is incised and
fil led with a black pigment, is a lotus

t

flower flanketl by two buds and be-
neath it a single mandrake fruit. On
the belly of the vase, under a frieze of
petals, are representations of two
human breasts and the names and
tit les of Tutankhamun, in part written
clefectively.

The stand consists of a central
support f lanked by two signs of "l i fe"
(ankh), the crosspieces of which are
in the form of human arms and hands,
each holding the hieroglyph for
"dominion" (was) . The inner hands
also hold single papyrus flowers and
stems which extencl to the central
supl)ort.

Cairo No.62118: Carter No.60.
Height 191Y,;  in.  (50.0 cm.).
Carter I,pl. XXII; Fox pl. 13.
Exhibit ions: Paris No.36; Lond,on

No.3;  U.S.S.R. No.40.
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golden throne found in the tomb
shows the queen anointing the king
with unguent from a vessel; the scene
on the shrine seems to represent an
action of a very similar kind.

In the lower scene the king,
seated on a throne and wearing the
crown of Lower Egypt, raises his left
hand to receive from the queen two
notched palm ribs, the hieroglyphic
signs for "years." Within these signs
are the symbols for jubilee festivals
and also amuletic signs in groups.
They are attached at the bottom to
single tadpoles - the sign for "one
hundred thousand" - mounted on the
sign for "infinity." The inscription
behind the king reads: "The Son
of Ra, Lord of Crowns, Tutankh-

amun has appeared in glory on the
throne of Horus like Ra."

Three objects were found in the
shrine: a gilded wooden pedestal
with back support, part of a corselet,
and a bead necklace with a large
pendant. The pedestal still has the
imprint of the feet of a statuette, pre-
sumably of the king and very prob-
ably made of gold. A statuette of the
queen may once have stood by its side.
The fragment of the corselet was
probably put in the shrine after the
robbery of the tomb; other parts were
found in three of the boxes and scat-
tered about the Antechamber and
elsewhere. Of greater significance is
the pendant attached to the necklace
( illustrated above ) , which is in the

form of a human-headed serpent
suckling Tutankhamun: the accom-
panying inscription identifies the
serpent as the Great Enchantress,
who is mentioned ten times in the in-
scriptions on the outside of the
shrine, once in connection with the
necklace and elaborate counterpoise
presented by the queen to the king.
The goddess was thus associated with
the king in a rhaternal capacity, but
as a rule she is the uraeus that was
placed on the brow of the king in one
of the ceremonies of the coronation.
Ramesses III mentions the ceremonv
in these words: "Since fthe day
when] I sat upon the throne of Har-
akhty and the Great Enchantress
was fixed upon my head like Ra."
Haremhab, also with reference to his
coronation, says that the Great En-
chantress established herself on his
brow and that the ceremony took
place in the Great House (perwer),
of which this shrine is a model.

In spite of the intimate nature
of the scenes in general, at least
three - the two on the back wall and
the presentation of the necklace and
counterpoise - depict episodes in
the coronation of the king; they are,
moreover, ceremonies for which there
is some evidence that. in the late
Eighteenth Dynasty, they were per-
formed by the queen. It seems likely,
therefore, that one of the purposes
of the shrine was to commemorate
the king's coronation, and through
the processes of magic to renew his
coronation in the afterlife.

Cairo No.61481; Carter No. 108.
Shrine: Height 197/e in. (50.5 cm.),

wid,th 1074 a in. ( 26.5 cm. ), d,epth
I7lht in. (32.0 cm.). Sled,ge:
Length 183/a in. (48.0 cm.) , width
12Ye in. (30.7 cm.).

Carter I,I19-20,137, pls. XXIX,
LXY I I I, corselet pls. XXX V I I,
X X XV I I I ; D e sroche s-N oblzcourt
66, pls. Y I I -l X, LI ; Fox pl. I I ;
Lange and Hirmer 464,pL.
XXXIII ; Baker BB-9, fig. 104;
K. B osse-Griffiths I 00-8.

E xhibitions : Lond,on N o. 2 5 ;
U.S.S.R. No.5.

IOE C
The Great Enchantress suckling Tutankhamun, lound in the shrine (cat, no. lJ)
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GOLD DAGGER AND SHEATH
COLOR PLATE I4

Daggers were used by the ancient
Egyptians from predynastic times on-
ward, though examples dating from
the Old Kingdom (about 2700-2180
B.C. ) are exceedingly rare. During
theMiddle Kingdom (about 2100-
1700 B.C.) and the New Kingdom
(about 1570-1000 B.C. ) they were
generally made of copper or bronze;
gold, apart from its use for purposes
of embellishment, was probably re-
served for royalty. Queen Ahhotpe,
mother of Ahmose I, the founder of
the Eighteenth Dynasty, had, in her
funerary equipment, a solid gold
dagger and sheath, both of which are
now in the Cairo Museum. Tutankh-
amun's mummy was provided with
two daggers encased in gold sheaths,
one with an iron blade and the other
with a blade of hardened gold. The
latter specimen is shown here.

As an illustration of the gold-
smith's artistic ability and technical
skill, this dagger, and particularly
its sheath, are among the outstanding
pieces of the collection. On the top
of the pommel (illustrated in the
drawing ) are the king's cartouches
in applied embossed gold and a
wreath of lily palmettes in cloisonn6
work. On the underside are two
figures of falcons holding in each
talon the hieroglyphic symbol for
"infinity" (shen) . The falcon was
often represented in Egyptian art
holding this symbol and, with wings
outstretched, protecting a king
( see No. 6 ) : it was probably intended
to serve an amuletic purpose in this
instance also. A similar motif appears
on the haft of a dagger in the Met-
ropolitan Museum bearing the same
name of Thutmose I (about 1524-
f 5f B B.C. ) and it may have been a
characteristic feature of royal dag-
gers at this period. Below the pom-
mel" the haft is decorated with
alternate bands of geometric designs
in very fine granulated goldwork
and lily-palmette designs in gold
cloisonn6 work of semiprecious stones

and glass, a central band of minute
red and blue circular disks breaking
the regularity of the palmette orna-
mentation. At the base of the hilt,
applied in gold wire, is a band of
continuous spirals within a rope-
pattern border, thus conveying to
the eye the suggestion that the haft
is bound to the blade.

In striking contrast with the
ornate haft, the decoration of the
blade, which is tinged with red, is
simple. Incised at the top on both
faces is a plain horizontal band,
which also suggests a tie, over a de-
sign consisting of a diamond-pattern
chain bordered beneath by two
horizontal lines, the spaces between
the diamonds being filled with dots.
Under this frieze is engraved an
elegant palmette with poppies sur-
mounting two perpendicular grooves
that converge at the base and re-
semble floral stems.

The front of the gold sheath is
almost entirely covered with a
feather pattern in cloisonn6 work,
relieved at the top by a palmette
frieze and at the pointed base by a
jackal's head. Of far greater interest
is the elaborate design on the reverse.
First comes a line of inscription
reading: "The good god, possessor
of a strong arm, Nebkheperura, given
life." A row of continuous spirals
follows and then two loops of pal-
mette design, by means of which the
sheath was attached to the girdle.
The main scene, embossed in high
relief, is composed of the following
elements: an ibex attacked by a lion,
a calf with a hound on its back biting
the calf's tail, a leopard and a lion
attacking a male ibex from above and
below, a hound biting a bull, and
lastly a calf in full flight. Interspersed
between the animals are stylized
plants, while a more elaborate floral
device occupies the pointed base.

Although there is no reason to
doubt that this sheath was made in
Egypt, the decoration of the reverse
includes artistic features that have a
foreign appearance. The band of
continuous spirals, the style of the
rosette on the shoulder of t}e second

t29













Tutankhamun's golt l  mask ns i t  u,as lound ( Cat. no. 25 )
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PECTORAL WITH SOLAR
AND LUNAR EMBLEMS
COLOR PLATE I6

Composite forms of two related
symbols were common in religious
iconography as a way of indicating
two originally separate conceptions
that had been fused in the course of
time, and such a fusion is dramatic-
ally illustrated by the central motif
of this gold cloisonn6 pectoral.
In Egyptian symbolism the sun god
could be represented both as a scarab
( see No. 32 ) and as a falcon ( see
No. 27 ) : here he is symbolized by
a scarab of translucent greenish-
yellow chalcedony that serves as the
body of a falcon with wings out-
stretched. It has the forelegs of a
scarab and, at the back, falcon's legs
of gold. In both talons it grasps the
hieroglyphic sign for "infinity"
(shen) and in one an open lily, while
the other holds a lotus flower and
buds. Bordering this motif on each
side is a cobra with the sun's disk

on its head and a long tail extending
upward to form an outer frame for
the tops of the falcon wings. A band
of blue and red disks stretches from
one cobra to the other beneath
the winged scarab.

The designer of this pectoral,
having produced a twofold symbol
of the sun, repeated the technique,
but less effectively, in the case of
the moon. Above the winged scarab,
supported by its front legs and the
tips of its wings, is a gold bark,
its hull inlaid in the center with
turquoise. That it is the bark of the
moon is shown by the left "Eye of
Horus" which was one of the symbols
of the moon, the right "Eye of Horus"
being a symbol of the sun. Two
cobras with sun's disks flank the eye,
perhaps as symbols of Upper and
Lower Egypt, on both of which the
moon shines. The eye alone would
have been enough to indicate that the
bark belonged to the moon, but the
artist has added to it the disk and
crescent of the moon. The disk is
appropriately made of silver and

applied to its surface are small golden
figures of the ibis-headed moon god
Thoth, the king, and Ra-Harakhty,
the two former wearing the moonts
disk and crescent and Ra-Harakhty
the sun's disk with uraeus.

As a kind of fringe at the base
of the pectoral are blue lotus flowers,
complex buds, and papyrus flowers
projecting from poppy buds, all
separated at the point where the stem
joins the flower or the bud by round-
els of concentric circles.

This pectoral is inlaid with
carnelian, lapis lazuli, calcite, ob-
sidian ( ?), turquoise, and red, blue,
green, black, and white glass.

Cairo No.61884; Carter
No.267 d.

Height 574 in. (14.9 crn.),wiihh
SLYya in.  (14.5 cm.).

Carter III,76,pl. XIX B; Desroches-
Nobl.ecourt pl. XXXV I; Wilkinson
XXX,pl. L; Al.d,red,,Jewelsn 223,
pl. 106 ; V ilimkoud. pl. 36.

Exhibitions: London N o. 30 :
U.S.S.R. No.35.
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SCARAB BRACELET
COLOR PLATE 17

Like Nos. 29-3l,this massive gold
bracelet was found among the objects
placed in the cartouche-shaped box,
No. 2B, some of which bear evidence
suggesting that they were used by the
king in his lifetime.

The central feature is a gold
openwork scarab encrusted with
lapis lazuli. The ancient Egyptians
adopted the scarab (Ateuchus sacer)
as a symbol of the sun god because
they were familiarwith the sight of
the beetle rolling a ball of dung on the
ground and this action suggested to
them that the invisible power which
rolled the sun daily across the sky
could be r"pr"s.nied pictorially as
a scarab. Moreover, they had noticed
that the young beetle emerged from
a ball of dung by what they imagined
to be an autogenic process, so that a
further parallel was seen between this
creature and the sun god, who was
also credited with having created
himself. In reality the ball of dung
rolled by the scarab is only a reserye
supply of food that it hides in a
convenient crevice, whereas the ball
containing the egg is pear-shaped
and is never moved from the burrow
in which it is placed by the female.
In the Egyptian language the words
for the scarab and for existence
were identical (kheper), and the
name of the sun god, on his first ap-
pearance every morning, was Khepri.
In hieroglyphic writing the scarab
sign was used for all three words.

In spite of black being the color
of the scarab in nature, the Egyptians
seldom copied it in their reproduc-
tions, perhaps because there was
no native semiprecious stone of that
color, and obsidian, volcanic glass,
was not easily obtainable. Quite
exceptionally, however, two scarabs
placed on Tutankhamun's mummy
were made of black resin (see
No. 3l ). Glazed specimenswere
usually green or light blue, and it is
clear that no importance was
attached to reproducing an exact
likeness of the living beetle. Lapis

lazuli, the material used for most of
the scarabs in Tutankhamun's col-
lection of jewelry, has not been found
in Egypt, the nearest source at
present known being Badakhshan
in northeast d{ghanistan, more than
2,000 miles away.

On each side of this bracelet
is a narrow raised band composed
of gold, lapis lazuli, turquoise, quartz,
and carnelian inlay, bordered on the
inner edge with gold granules. The
bands are continued on the back of
the hoop. Two identical botanical
ornaments flank the scarab, each
consisting of a mandrake fruit sup-
ported by two poppy buds, with gold
marguerites fi lling the interstices
between the stems of the mandrake
and the buds. The yellow and green

colors of the mandrake are painted
at the back of the translucent quartz
inlay. Both the hinge and the fast-
ening are made of interlocking
cylindrical teeth held together by
long gold pins, the hinge pin being
fixed and the other movable.

Cairo No.62360; Carter No.269 n.
Max. d,iameter 2r/s in. (5.4 cm.).
Carter I I I ,77 , pl. XX A; F ox 28, pl.

48 B ; W ilkinson 7 06, XX IV, pl.
X X X A ; Ald,red,, J ewels, 22 5, pI.
110; Vilirnkoudpl. 54.

Exhibitions: London N o. 35 :
U.S.S.R. No.29.
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ORNATE PEN HOTDER
COLOR PLATE 20

The earliest inscriptions written in
the hieroglyphic script belong to the
beginning of the dynastic period
(about 3f00 B.C. ) and the last
known example - an inscription
found at the island of Philae - is
dated to August 24, A.D.394.
Between those two extremes. the
script underwent enormous changes,
both in the number of signs employed
and in their outward appearance;
an inscription can often be dated ap-
proximately by the character of its
signs. In the time of Tutankhamun
about 700 signs were in regular use,
but many of them had more than one
significance. It is hardly surprising
that writing was a professional
accomplishment that needed pro-
Ionged training for its mastery, nor
is it surprising that scribes were a
privileged class, having their own
patron deity (the ibis-headed god
Thoth ) and enjoying exemption from
paying taxes and doing forced man-
ual work. Besides the hieroglyphic
script, they had to learn its cursive
derivative, known as hieratic, and,
in late times (from about the seventh
century B.C.), a derivative of hieratic
called demotic.

Scribes in Tutankhamun's time
were usually portrayed holding the
so-called scribe's palette, a narrow
strip of wood or ivory aboutgs/E
inches (25 cm.) in length with two
small cavities at one end and a long,
central slot partly open and partly
coveredo sometimes with a sliding lid.
The cavities held solidified ink of
two colors, black and red, the former
made of carbon and the latter of red
ocher, both of which, in their powder
form, had been mixed with weak
solutions of gum to produce small
cakeJike blockswhen dry. The
central slot held the pens, which were
really brushes made of short, slender
stems of rushes (Iuncus maritimus) ,
their tips cut at a slant, like a chisel,
and then chewed by the scribe to
separate the individual fibers.
When writing, the scribe dipped his
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SELKET
COLOR PLATES 24.25
This graceful figure of the goddess
Selket, whose emblem, a scorpion, is
placed on her head, is made of wood
overlaid rvith gesso and gilded. She
is clad in a close-fitt ing pleated dress
with short sleeves, the dress being
gathered in at the waist by a ribbed
girdle. A pleated shawl, draped over
her left shoulder, extends down her
back and is knotted under the right
breast. Over both garments she wears
a broad collar, modeled to imitate
rows of beads. Her headdress repre-
sents a l inen kerchief into which her
hair is gathered, t ied at the nape of
the neck, and continuing downward
as a broad flap. The eyes and eye-
brows are painted in black.

In its naturalistic style this figure
resembles the art of Amarna, but its

most striking feature is the turn of
the head sideways so that it faces
toward the left. It is the more re-
markable because it breaks one of the
most fundamental and persistent
rules of Egyptian plastic art, the so-
called rule of frontality. By this rule
every figure carved in the round must
face the viewer directly. The effect
of the deviation in this instance is
to show the head in profile, as though
it were carved in relief. Amarna in-
fluence may be detected in the long
neck, as exemplif ied by the famous
head of Nafertit i  in Berlin. The out-
stretched arms and hands are also
long, as well as thin, but the reason
for this was probably functional,
as will be evident when the purpose
of the figure is described. Neverthe-
less, both their positioning and their
anatomical character contribute to
the piece's elegance as a work of art.

Freestanding figures of four
goddesses, one being this figure of
Selket" were placed outside the gilded
wooden shrine that housed Tutankh-
amun's alabaster Canopic chest
( see Nos. 44,45 | . The other three
goddesses were Isis, Nephthys, and
Neith, each of whom bore,l ike Selket.
her emblem on her head. They were
the guardians of the four genii
(Imset, Hapi, Qebehsenuef, and
Duamutef ) with whom the mummi-
fied internal organs of the king were
identif ied. Selket was the guardian
of Qebehsenuef. All four goddesses
had their arms outstretched in the
same fashion, such an attitude being
suggestive of spreading their pro-
tection over their charges. They are
represented in high relief with out-
stretched arms and wings on the
corners of both the alabaster Canopic
chest and the quartzite sarcophagus
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ROYAL SCEPTER
COLOR PLATE 3I

This scepter is made of sheet gold
beaten on a wooden core. The shaft
is in the form ofa papyrus flower and
stem; it is embellished at each end
with a feather design in cloisonn6
work inlaid with carnelian, turquoise,
lapis lazuli, feldspar, faience, and
glass. Embossed on one side of the
blade ( illustrated at the left ) are rows
of trussed and slaughtered bulls,
partly dismembered, beneath a frieze
of lotus petals between borders of
checker and diamond patterns. On
the other side of the blade, beneath
a similar f.rieze, is an inscription
reading: o'The good god, the beloved,
dazzling of face like the Aton when
it shines, the son of Amun, Neb-
kheperura, living for ever.o'

Scepters of this kind have three
names in Egyptian hexts, kher e p, " the
controller," se lthe m r "the powerfulro'
and aba, "the commander." They
were carried as symbols of authority
from very early times, but no distinc-
tion can be drawn between their
various uses. In temple ritual and in
the mortuary service the aba scepter
was often held by the ofrciant who
presented the offerings. If the sacri-
ficial ofierings shown on the blade of
this scepter are indicative of its use,
it probably represents the aba
scepter, but precise identification is
not possible. It was found in the
Annex, whither it had probably been
taken from the Treasury by the
robbers.

Cairo No.61759; Carter No.577.
Length2lY+ in. (54 cm.),wid,th

2sAa in. (6.6 cm.).
Carter III,1334,pL. XLIV; Des-

roches-N oblecourt 202, pl. 123 ;
F ox 33, pl. 67 .

Exhibitions: London N o. 38 :
U.S.S.R. No.19.
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STANDING LION JAR
COTOR PLATE 28

This alabaster (calcite ) unguent jar
is carved in the form of a lion stand-
ing upright on a pedestal, the head
and body being hollowed out to hold
the unguent. The teeth and the
tongue are made of ivory, the latter
stained red; the eyes are gilded. The
left front paw rests on the hiero-
glyphic symbol for "protection,"
while the right is held high. Both
front paws have holes for the insertion
of claws, perhaps made of ivory. The
right back paw, slightly raised, is
placed in advance of the left, a pose
that differs from that of standing
figures of men, in which the left leg is
generally forward. Fixed to the top
of the lion's head is a crownJike addi-
tion that serves as the mouth of the
vase. It consists of a circular base
from which project representations of
pointed sepals of the blue Iotus and
single lilies surmounted by single
papyrus flowers and small rosettes.
Tufts of hair, inlaid with blue pig-
ment, are engraved on the back of
each shoulder (see No. 48). The lobes
of the ears are pierced to hold ear-
rings. On the chest are inscribed the
names and titles of Tutankhamun and
Ankhesenamun. Beneath the checker
pattern band of blue, black, white,
and yellow rectangleso the frieze of
the pedestal consists of representa-
tions of individual lotus petals and
mandrakes. The sides of the pedestal
are designed in the fashion of trellis-
work.

Another alabaster unguent vase
found in the tomb of Tutankhamun
( No. 16 in this book) is furnished
with a lid on which is carved a recum-
bent lion; two miniature lotus
columns on the outside of the vase are
surmounted by heads of the god Bes,
a domestic deity associated with
pleasures of every kind. Egyptian
unguent vases frequently embodied
in their composition a figure of Bes,
usually represented as a bandyJegged
dwarf with ears, mane, and tail of a
lion. The association of the god with





The most distinctive features of
the ibex ( capra nubinna F. Cuaier)
are usually its long, curved horns and
a short beard. In this vase (and also
in the figurehead on the stern of the
boat) the beard has been broken off.
Only one of the horns has survived; it
is a real horn of the animal and not
an imitation. The attachment of real
horns to models of animal heads was
not an innovation of the Eighteenth

Dynasty; bulls'heads made of sun-
baked clay and provided with real
horns were sometimes mounted on
low platforms in niches in the outer
walls of tombs of the First Dynasty.
Both the body of this ibex and the
pedestal on which it rests are carved
of a single block of alabaster ( cal-
cite ) , but the ears and tail are made
of separate pieces. The tongue, pro-
jecting from the mouth and suggesting

that the animal is bleating, is made of
ivory stained red. Paint has been used
for the eyes, which are overlaid with
glass and set in copper or bronze
sockets, for the markings on the head,
and for the cartouche (see No. 28 )
on the left shoulder, which bears
Tutankhamun's throne name. Neb-
kheperura, surmounted by the sun's
disk and plumes.

In the center of the back is an



orifice into which a low funnel with
flat rim was probably inserted. If the
funnel was covered with a stone cap
fixed with cement, it would explain
why the ancient robbers, when steal-
ing the oil from the hollowed-out
body of the animal, found it simpler
to wrench off the whole funnel than to
remove merely the lid. Their action
in emptying the vase when so much
gold lay within their reach shows how
valuable its cosmetic contents must
have been.

Cairo No.62122; Carter No. 584.
Length ISYe in. (38.5 crn.) ,wiihh

7e/ra in. ( IB.5 crn.) , height 1013/ta
in. (27.5 cm.).

Carter III,147,pl. XLIX B; Des-
roches-N oblecourt 272, pL XUIt ,
303.

Exhibitions: None.
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COMPOSITE BOW
COLOR PLATE 28

In the intricacy of its decoration this
angular bow is one of the most elab-
orate of some fifty weapons of its
class found in Tutankhamun's tomb.
It is composed of a thin wooden stave
overlaid on both faces with a middle
layer of a gelatinous substance ( per-
haps decayed sinew) that has been
molded on the inner face to form a
keel, and an outer layer of tree bark
(possibly birch ) . Both the "back"
and the "Lace" are ornamented sym-
metrically on each side of the grip
with geometric, chevron, and floral
motifs inlaid and borderedwith gold,

gold granulations, and gold bands.
The pattern is broken on the "Lace"
by clumps of papyrus in flower and
on the "back" by figures of an ibex
and a horse. Both animals are repre-
sented in association with flowers,
whichare difficult to identify. Perhaps
the flowers with the ibex - a desert
animal - are some species of desert
plant, while the two clumps shown
beneath the horse mav be lotus.
Ostrich plumes adorn the horse's head-
stall and an ostrich-plume fan is
shown behind its flank (see No. lB).

This bow was found enclosed in
a wooden box containing articles of
clothing, sticks, and arrows, the mix-
ture probably being the result of the
robbers'activities. As a weapon, the
simple bow was used by the Egyptians
in predynastic times and throughout
their history, but the composite bow,
of which this is an example, was not
introduced until about three centuries
before the time of Tutankhamun.
when it was brought to Egypt by im-
migrants from Asia, known as the
Hyksos. With it they also brought the
horse-drawn chariot, and it was prob-
ably the possession of these two ad-
vanced weapons that first enabled
them to subjugate the Egyptian peo-
ple. By gumming a sinew to a simple
bow, the elasticity oI the stave was
greatly increased and its range was
thereby considerably extended.

Cairo No.61518; Carter No. 596 q.
Length 40s/ 6 in. ( 103.0 cm.), wi.d,th

% in. (2.3 cm.) , thickness 3/s in,
(1.0 cm.).

Carter I, I 14 ; McLeod, 25, N o. 27,
Exhibitions: Paris No.22; London

No.49; U.S.S.R. No.22.
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